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Abstract
We consider a recursive device that is based on a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer and linear optical elements which allow self-feedback through
multiple internal reflection of radiation between two parallel arrays of op-
posite faced mirrors. By a carefully chosen experimental arrangement and
for certain input states it is possible to observe at the open ends of the
device time generated coherent superpositions in perpetuum.
It is generally accepted that a number of genuine quantum optical effects are
related to higher order correlation functions [1] and a rigorous quantum treat-
ment of one of them, the celebrated Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effect (HBT)
[2], reveals the more subtle properties of the radiation field. Related correlation
effects have also been studied in nuclear and condensed matter physics [3]. A
qualitative explanation of the HBT effect relies on the indistinguishability of
the possible ways that two photons may be detected by two separated detec-
tors [2]. The interference of the these two amplitudes gives rise to the intensity
correlation fringes. Historically radiation escaping cavity.cavity leaking [4] .Con-
ceptually challenging two-particle interference effects have been discussed even
from the early days of wave mechanics [5]. Diffraction in the time domain has
been illustrated by a set-up put forward by Moshinsky [6, 7]. More recently
time related interference effects [8]. Ghost imaging experiments [9] have also
indicated a novel way of creating spatial correlations and interference fringes.
The main idea in this paper is the interference of two alternative histories
amplitudes (see Fig. 1 for an outline of the set up). Two photon wavepackets
are inserted from two different inputs of a three-port device as shown. One
amplitude is related to the process of one of the photons arriving at one of the
detectors after having travelled one time inside the interferometric device while
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the other photon is reflected one more time and travels twice in the interfer-
emeter before being detected at the output (b). The other amplitude refers to a
similar process but this time the two photons are absorbed by detectors 1 and 2
respectively (we assume we put the detectors in place just before the arrival of
the photons). Since the photons are identical these processes cannot be distin-
guished so the corresponding probability amplitudes should be added together.
We see then a type of interference between two identical processes and not be-
tween two overlapping photon wavepackets (the photons are spatially separated
and follow different paths). This kind of interference between two (or more)
photons is new and certainly does not support Dirac’s famous remark [1].
A significant notion of this thought experiment is that the particular con-
ditions of the configuration decided by the observer ahead of time is of crucial
importance for the observation of the effect. If instead, the experimentalist had
decided to place both the detectors at different points, the type of intensity in-
terference explained earlier would be absent since both photons would definitely
travel twice inside the interferometer before being detected (so there would be
no ambiguity that allows interference of amplitudes). The time we choose for
the measurements is also very important as it is apparent from the previous dis-
cussion. The influence of the particular experimental conditions for the available
type of possible predictions has been emphatically argued by Bohr[10].
Here we discuss a thought experiment that illustrates the effect of time in
higher order interference. We consider a linear optical set up [11], the device
of Fig. (1). A phase shifter φ/2 induces a path length difference between the
interfering paths comparable to the coherence lengths of the wavepackets. Since
a continuum mode description of photon radiation is more realistic and concep-
tually richer, it enables us to study in greater detail the spatial-temporal profile
of photons (see for example the celebrated Hong-Ou Mandel dip effect). We
proceed then by considering a two-photon wavepacket input and by adopting
the space-time domain description in [12] (see also [13]). After the first reflec-
tion the electric field raising operators at the output are expressed as a linear
transform [14] of the incoming mode functions
Aˆ1(t) =
1√
2
[−ζ1(t)aˆ1 + ζ2(t)aˆ2] , (1)
Aˆ2(t) =
1√
2
[ζ1(t)aˆ1 + ζ2(t)aˆ2], (2)
where
ζ1,2(t) = e
−iθ1,2(t)1,2 (t) , (3)
and i Gaussian normalized envelope functions. After the second reflection
the photons arrive at detectors 1 and 2 simultaneously and the coincidence
probability is given by
P2′3 =
1
211
∣∣∣∣ [ζ1(t0 + τ)− ζ1(t0 + τ + δτ)] [−ζ2(t0 + τ) + ζ2(t0 + τ + 2δτ)]
2
+ [ζ2(t0)− ζ2(t0 + δτ)] [−ζ1(t0 + τ) + ζ1(t0 + τ + 2δτ)]
∣∣∣∣2, (4)
where δτ the time differences induced by a phase shift φ. When δτ = 0 the
coincidence rate is zero even if τ 6= 0 so the photons enter the device at differ-
ent times. The physical interpretation of (4) is appparent from its form which
clearly illustrates that when one photon wave-packet travels twice through the
device the second one travels only once since there are two instinstiguishable
ways for this to happen fourth order interference is generated. Obviously, we
could vary the phase φ and consequently the time δτ . Based on (4) we can
examine the conditions for possible violation of the Cauchy-Schwarz or Bell-
type inequalities, for population trapping etc. We may also need to to calculate
higher correlation functions in a multiport device setting [15] (allowing at least
two spatial modes to interfere). It is crucially important to note the presence
of cross intereference terms in the above relation despite the fact that, loosely
speaking, one photon is reflected just once and the other twice before both being
absorbed by the spatially separated detectors. To the contrary it is exactly the
positioning of the detectors and the time we perform the measurements along
with the indistinguishability of the two photons that give rise to these intensity
interference fringes, since the probability amplitudes for the two indistinguish-
able processes add up. It should be added furthermore that since we are dealing
with a nonclassical state input the output must be entangled [16]. For a coher-
ent (or thermal) state on the other hand the output is a product state and there
are no nonclassical correlations between the modes. We may also say that the
Hilbert space of the device expands as a part of the radiation is reflected and
fed back into the device.
Possible realizations of the proposed thought experiment may be possible us-
ing parametric down converters [1] or correlated spontaneous two photon emis-
sion from cascade atoms [17]. It might be beneficial from a calculational point
of view to examine the same type of problems using characteristic functions
and quasi-probability distribution densities in phase space [13],[18]. Here, the
Janszky representation [19] as illustrated recently by Barnett [20] may be of
considerable utility since it simplifies the calculations involved as it relies on co-
herent states. The Heisenberg picture description of the presented device may
be not appropriate since a part of the output enters again in the device (see
also the relevant discussion in ”[21]). Increasingly more complicated superpo-
sitions will be produced by more general multimode impinged input states so
a photon aggregate fed in the device will create increasingly complicated inter-
mode higher order correlations between photons at different radiation fronts.
It must be added that even negative measurements will have an effect on the
properties of the radiation field. It may be noted that it is not easy to invert
the unitary transformation made by the device even though all the elements are
non-absorving. A possible inversion of the photon momenta by using simple
reflection at the output will not suffice as it does in most common interferom-
eters since as time evolves new superpositions are generated (even though the
Hamiltonian of the device is time-independent).
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In conclusion, we have described an interferometric device with perpetual
internal reflection and some leaky interfering modes that allow multipath co-
herence and under certain conditions give rise to a new type of intensity correla-
tions. The core physical idea behind our scheme is that by a careful experimental
arrangement we create the the right conditions for the interference of probabil-
ity amplitudes which describe indistinguishable histories. In that way, certain
superposition of states are created with the help of this device as time passes,
something that is not encountered in simple or multiport Mach-Zehnder type of
devices [14] the state of the radiation field becomes progressively extremely com-
plicated as the photons follow all the available indistinguishable histories. The
above setting may be extended also for other boson fields or even for fermion
interferometry experiments [22].
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Schematic representation of the proposed thought experiment. Two photons
enter a multiport beam splitter configuration through different modes with
a time delay τ between their wavepackets and detected at the same time at
the output detectors 1 and 2. The constant phase shift induces a time delay
δτ . One of the photons is reflected once by the left side array of mirrors and
arrives at detector 1 while the other is reflected by the right hand mirror,
re-enters the device, is reflected again from the left side array and finally is
absorbed by detector 2. Another possible process follows by interchanging the
paths of the two photons. Since these two processes cannot be distinguished
the corresponding amplitudes should be added and this is the physical reason
for the existence of two-photon interference.
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